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(Communicated by Louis J. RatlifT, Jr.)

Abstract. Let L be a quadratic extension of a field K with Galois group

{e, T} . Let {x, y} be algebraically independent over L and let T be ex-

tended to an automorphism of L(x, y) so that T(x) = x and the extension

has order 2. Then L(x, y) is a genus 0 extension of K(x) . This paper ex-

amines when L(x, y) will be pure transcendental over K . It is shown that

some important examples from field theory can be realized by this construc-

tion. The main result shows that L(x, y) is pure transcendental over K if

T(y) = (x~ + bx + c)/r(charK ^ 2) . An example illustrates that it is essential

that the second degree polynomial be monic

Let L be a quadratic extension of afield K with Galois group {e, Y} . Let Z

be transcendental over L and suppose that we extend Y to an automorphism of

LiZ) of order 2, which we again call Y. There is a one-to-one correspondence

between fixed fields of such extensions and genus 0 extensions of K which

become rational over L. These genus 0 fields are also generic splitting fields

for central simple algebras over K of degree 2 which are split by L [5].

Now T(Z) = (aZ + b)/icZ + d) where {a, b, c, d} c L. The extension of

T corresponds to the matrix

Lemma.

(1) MrMl

Mr

a    c

b   d

a    c

b   d

Y(a)    Y(c)

T(b)   Y(d)
X   0
0    X

for some X e K.

(2) If Y1  is another extension of Y to LiZ)  and Mr,MT,  = X'l^  then

LiZ)   =K LiZ)     if and only if X = nX'  where n is the norm of an

element of L.

(3) L(Z)   =K LiZ)    for some extension Y1 with Y\Z) = X/Z .
p

(4) LiZ)    is rational over K if and only if X is a norm.
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Proof. (1) and (2) follow from [2, Theorem 2] while (3) and (4) are a direct

consequence of (1) and (2).

Thus we may assume that the extension of Y is defined T(Z) = X/Z , X e K.

Now let {x, y} be algebraically independent over K. We first extend Y

to an automorphism of L(x) fixing Kix). By the previous discussion Y

can be extended to an automorphism of L(x, y) of order 2 by specifying

F(y) = r(x)/y, where  r(x)   is a rational function in  K(x).   We are inter-
p

ested in the structure of the fixed field L(x, y)   , over K (and not over K(x)).

The main question is when is L(x, y)   pure transcendental (rational) over K ?

To simplify matters, we assume the characteristic of K is not equal to 2, and

hence we can write L = K(a) where T(a) = —a .

We begin with a few elementary examples.   Suppose Y(y) = x/y.   Then
p

L(x, y)    is not rational over K(x) since x is not the norm of an element in
p

L(x). However, L{x, y)   is rational over K, a generating transcendence basis

being {x/y+y, aix/y-y)}. This can be seen as: Kix/y+y, aix/y-y)) ç Lr

and [L: K(x/y + y , a(x/y - y))] = 2 .

Now suppose Y{y) = ifix)/gix))/y, where fix),  g(x) e K[x].   Since

igix))    is a norm, if we define Yxiy) = ifix)gix)/y), the fixed fields of Y

and T, will be isomorphic over K(x) and hence also over K. Thus we may

assume Y(y) = fix)/y fix) e K[x]. Let Yiy) = Xn/y. If « is even x" is

a norm hence L(x, y)    is even rational over Kix).  If «  is odd,  l/x"~    is
r r

a norm and hence L(x, y)    is isomorphic to L(x, y) '  where r,(x) = x/y ,
p

i.e. in any case L(x, >>) is rational over K . If Y(y) = (x - a)(x - b)/y, since

l/(x - b)' is a norm, a change of variables from x to (x - a)/(Jt - &) shows
p

L(x, y)    is again rational over K .

Part of the interest in the construction of genus 0 extensions of Kix) lies in

the fact that several important examples in field theory can be realized by this

construction.

Example 1. Define a acting on áf(w ,v,w,y) by a(w) - y , a(y) = w .

iw2 -y2)u + wy w2+y2
Q(") = —,-2-1 ' a(V) = -Z-

-4wyu + w   -y v

where u, v, w , and y are algebraically independent. In [2] we noted that

@iu, v , w , y)" is unirational, but not rational. This field is stably isomorphic

to <§ixx, ... , xg) * where Cg cyclicly permutes the x¡. This is the smallest

cyclic group whose fixed field is not rational over € [6]. We further noted that,

if

iw - y )u + wy - iw +y )

(w~ + y~ — 4wy)u + iw   —y

then a(Z) = -1/Z, (S(w, y, u) =é'{w,y, z) so

¿?(u>, y, u)" = €iw , y, z)" = & (-,w+y,    ¿ (w - y)
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Now let

K = ê
z2-l     /V + l

Then L/K is an extension of degree 2. Furthermore, if x = w+y then a acts

on L(x, v) by a(x) = x and a(v) = (w~ + y")/v where u>  +f 6L(jí).

Or, with r = (z2 - 1 )/z and / = ((z2 + 1 )/z)(u; - y), K = €(r,t) while

z is a root of Z — rZ — 1. Using x = w + y one can check that w~ + y =

x2/2 + /2/2(r2 + 4) so that

4 + ̂ -2(r-+4)
q(î;) = ■

v

Note that the numerator is a polynomial of degree 2 in ^[x].

Example 2.

where T(y/^3) = -^=3, T(«) = (xj - 2)/m . If we let

: „     U3-2)w +

2       ' 2^3    '

then the fixed field of Y is ¿f (x, y, z). This follows since €(x, y, z) is fixed

by T and S(x, y, z)(\/-3) = S'(\f^3, u, x). Thus this genus 0 extension of

(S(x) is the field of rational functions on the surface defined by y + 3z~ =

x3 - 2. This is the specific example given by Beauville et al. [1, p. 298] of a

stably rational, nonrational extension of €.

Theorem 1. Let L = K(yfa) where Y(^fa) = -y/ä and a e K. Let {x, y} be

algebraically independent over K and let Y(y) — (x~ + bx + c)/y, b, c e K.

Then the fixed field of Y is rational over K .

Proof. First note that by making a change of variables if necessary we can

assume b = 0. (Just complete the square.)  So assume that T(v) = (x~ + c)/y .
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Now K(x, vx2 + c) = Kiu) where u = x + Vx2 + c.  So let vx2 + c =

g{u) e Kiu). (In fact g(u) — \(c/u + u).). Consider

Kiy/ä, u,y) = Kis/a, y, x, Vx2 + c)

K(y/ä,x,y) Kiy/â, u,yf

where Y is extended to Kiy/â, u, y) trivially via Kiu) ®K{X) Kiy/â, x, y).

Then Yiy/a) = -y/a, T(w) = u , and T(y) = [giu)]2/y .

Since [giu)]    is a norm Kiy/â, u, y)    = Kiu,w)  for some w  (letting

w = y/âiiy + giu))Hy - giu))) works.) So we have

Kiy/a, u,y) = Kiy/a, u, w)

Kiy/â, x, y) Kiy/â, u,yf = Kiu, w)

F = Kiy/â, x, y)r

Now consider t defined on Kiy/â, u, y) = Kiy/â, x, vx2 + c, y) by

ziVx2 + c) = -Vx2 + c (or xigiu)) = -giu)) and i\K[%ra,K,g) = identity.

Then K(y/a, u, y)z = Kiy/â, x, y).

Note that, since F = Kiy/â, x, y) n Kiu, w), we have F = Kiu, w)r.

Now if w = y/âiiy + g(u))l(y - g(u))) then x(w) = a/w . But since F(u) =

F(t(u)) (= F(x, Vx2 + c)) we must have x(ü) = (au + ß)/(yu + S) for some

a, ß , y , S e K . Now apply (3) of the lemma to

K(w, u)

K(w) K(w, u)T

'K(w)T
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to conclude that Kiw , u)1 =K Kiw , u)T  where x'(w) = a/w and x\u) = b/u

where

bl = \a    y~012     [ß   Ô

Hence b e K. By [4, Theorem, p. 46] Kiu, w)T = Kiy/a, x, y)r is rational.

Example 2 in which

¿ -i_'I_
,y        2       2(r+4)

cj(v) —-!-'-
V

shows that it is essential for the quadratic in the numerator to be monic.

Suppose we have two genus zero extensions of k{x) defined by Yxiy) —

fxiy)/w and Y2iy) - f2iy)/x. Recall that each of these genus 0 extensions

corresponds to a central simple algebra of degree 2 over A'(x) which is split by

L(x). In the Brauer group of Kix) we can form the product of these algebras.

It will also be of degree 2 and split by L(x). It follows easily from the theory

of cyclic algebras that the corresponding generic splitting field for the product

will be the fixed field of T3 where T3(y) = fiy)f2iy)/x. It had been hoped
that if the fixed fields of T, and Y2 were rational over K , then the fixed field

of T3 would also be rational over K . However, the following example shows

this is not the case.

Let {x, y, z} be algebraically independent over the real numbers R. Let

K = R(z), L = Ciz), and on C(z, x, y) let Yxiy) = x/y and Y2{y) =

(x - l)(x - 2)/y . Then the fixed fields of Yx and Y2 are rational over R.

Let

and let

r3(y) = x(x-l)(x-2)/y.

+   .Y(.V-l)(.Y-2)

W — —

y
u — —

4

Y(.Y-l)(-Y-2)

4y/-1

then the fixed field of T3 is R(x, w , u) and w2 + u2 = x(x - 1 )(x - 2). Thus

the fixed field of T3 is the field of rational functions of the nonrational cubic

w2 + u  - x(x - l)(x - 2) [3, p. 29].
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